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Open Cavity Solutions to the rf in Magnetic Field Problem

Robert B. Palmer, J. Scott Berg, Richard C. Fernow, Juan C. Gallardo, Harold
G. Kirk

Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York 11973, USA

Abstract. It has been observed [1] that breakdown in an 805 MHz pill-box cavity occurs at much lower gradients as an
external axial magnetic field is increased. This effect was not observed with on open iris cavity. It is proposed that this effect
depends on the relative angles of the magnetic and maximum electric fields: parallel in the pill-box case; at an angle in the
open iris case. If so, using an open iris structure with solenoid coils in the irises should perform even better. A lattice, using
this principle, is presented, for use in 6D cooling for a Muon Collider. Experimental layouts to test this principle are proposed.
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INTRODUCTION

An 805 MHz pill-box cavity has been shown [1] to have

rapidly falling maximum gradient as the axial magnetic

field is increased (see figure 1). If this relative drop is

present at 201 MHz, it will preclude operation of the

current ISS [2] Neutrino Factory and RFOFO 6D Muon

Collider cooling schemes. The earlier Lab G tests with a

multi-cell open cavity design did not show [1] such a fall

off (see figure 1). The average acceleration in an open

cell structure is less (≈ 60%) of the maximum surface

field, but even with this penalty, for magnetic fields above

≈ 1 T, the average acceleration appears to be higher in an

open cell structure than for the pill-box.

A possible explanation of these observations depends

on the angles between the maximum electric fields and

the magnetic fields where they occur: parallel in the pill-

box case; at an angle in the open iris case. If this is the

explanation, then even better performance would be ex-

pected if the solenoid coils were placed in the open cav-

ity irises in such a way that the magnetic fields are al-

most perpendicular to the maximum electric gradients.

This situation has been referred to as magnetic insula-

tion [3], [4].

As an example, we will discuss a modification of the

RFOFO lattice proposed as the first 6D cooling stage in

ref. [5]. We will then discuss a possible R&D program to

study this possible solution.

EXAMPLE OF FIRST RFOFO 6D

COOLING LATTICES

The RFOFO (Reverse FOcus FOcus) lattice proposed

for initial 6D cooling in A complete cooling

FIGURE 1. (Color) Observed breakdown gradients in: a pill-
box cavity (blue); an open cavity (red); the open cavity gradient
multiplied by 60% to give an estimated average acceleration
(magenta).

FIGURE 2. (Color) Schematic of one RFOFO cell used in
Ref. [5].



scenario for a Muon Collider [5] has been

studied and simulated by a number of programs [6]. In

this reference, 201 MHz rf is employed in pill-box

cavities. Such cavities will be tested by MuCool [1], and

used in MICE [7] - the first demonstration of ionization

cooling. The advantage of such cavities is that the aver-

age acceleration gradient is close to the maximum sur-

face fields in the cavity.

FIGURE 3. (Color) Magnetic field directions (black) and
maximum electric fields (green) for Pill-box cavities in RFOFO
lattice with coils outside rf.

The magnetic fields in the RFOFO cooling lattice are

supplied by coils located outside the rf, as shown in fig-

ure 2. Note that in these lattices the coils are slightly

tilted to generate bending and the dispersion needed for

emittance exchange and 6D cooling. Figure 3 shows the

magnetic fields in this lattice, together with the approx-

imate location of the maximum electric fields. It is seen

that the maximum electric fields, along the axis, are

aligned with the magnetic fields. It is suggested that it

is this alignment that causes their poor breakdown per-

formance observed by the MuCool collaboration[1] and

shown in figure 1.

FIGURE 4. (Color) Schematic of one full cell showing loca-
tions for absorbers.

The proposed modifications to this lattice are a) to

use open iris standing wave cavities, and b) place the

solenoid coils in those irises. Figure 4 shows a full cell

of the modified lattice, including the spaces at length=0,

and length=2.6 m where the required hydrogen wedge

absorbers can be located. Figure 5 shows the magnetic

fields and approximate location of maximum electric

fields; it is seen that the magnetic fields are almost per-

pendicular to the maximum electric field, which, it is be-

lieved, will help to suppress breakdown by magnetic in-

sulation [3]: not completely [4], but some improvement

is expected.

FIGURE 5. (Color) Magnetic field directions (black) and
maximum electric fields (green) for Open cavities in RFOFO
lattice with coils in the irises.

EXPERIMENTS

Clearly, experiments are needed to find if the suggested

suppression of breakdown in these coil in iris ge-

ometries is real. The first such experiment, that is already

planned, is to test the existing 805 MHz pill-box cavity

in a field that is at right angles to its axis. The next step

would be to test a single 805 MHz open cavity with two

solenoid coils placed one on either side of the cavity as

shown in figure 6. The step beyond that might be to test a

full cell of the proposed lattice, including the first coils of

the preceding and following lattices, as shown in figure

7.

SUMMARY

It is proposed that the observed difference of rf break-

down in magnetic fields between pill-box and open iris

cavities is related to their differing angles between max-

imum electric fields and the magnetic fields at their lo-

cation. If this is correct, performance would be further

improved by placing the solenoid coils in the open irises.

A lattice, using this concept, for use in 6D RFOFO cool-

ing for a Muon Collider is presented. An experimental

program is proposed to test this hypothesis.



FIGURE 6. (Color) Experiment with one rf cavity.

FIGURE 7. (Color) Experiment with full cell plus matching.
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